introduction

Bare, tender skin against jagged brutal rock - what would you do to reach the person you love?
What would you do for a moment of intimacy?

Right now, amidst a pandemic, touch can be deadly and there are still places where you can be
put to death or imprisoned for life . . . because of love.

Ena Kantardžić & Georden West’s performance “Watch for Fallen Rock”, ironically postponed
in the COVID-Age of quarantine and social distancing, is a poem so beautiful and ferocious in
its purity. The work features two queer bodies, crawling towards one another through mounds
of rubble, yearning and struggling for a simple touch. The performance ends when their hands
finally meet beneath a large wall, their bodies encompassed by stone. It is a poem made flesh.

“Immediate Quotidian” is an illustration of the work of love - the construction of a relationship.
The book features two sections, the first by Kantardžić and the second by West, of love letters,
drawings and photographs culled from the first year of their relationship - a sketch from the back
of a DJ request list, words scrawled on a napkin. The materials are now relics, generated in
moments when the artists were not physically touching - moments when their bodies were apart
but their relationship was coming together.

Through performance of the self to the other, the vulnerability of love, and the pain of
self-growth (perhaps easier shared with another) they are perfect lovers - sometimes in synch,
sometimes not, but always perfect.

The book mirrors the performance, and vice versa. Both are raw, poignant exercises and
experiments in connection and self-discovery by two creatives - and both are fire.

- Allison Maria Rodriguez
Curator of Fire in the Belly, an exhibition featuring Watch for Fallen Rock
(June 2020)
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part 1

teetering consciously amidst bass and sweat, upon the tremor of
the trouble and the flash of a cocoon,
let me open up to you
ohmy god she’s got the power i came out to get me some

1

2

a dj curating the listenings of my soul, the ever tellings that
license plates grant in passing on the road
romeo and juliet were a despicable pair, a love yearning for
everlasting truth / love at first sight
elope with me
i can’t wait
new shoes and steel rails
telling you
telling you
“run with me,”
i’m a wolf too

3

mimic unbecome

mirror rip

glass tear

deep cut

shallow grace

drip

pool

reflect

“cute c u soon”

“fare well”

pay waters

4

feed mouths

to see the moon
to think of you
to trust you
unable to differentiate the cloud
to not see the eclipse
to feel it
to love you
to know
to love you
to know
to be
fearlessly
settled
in
what
could
be

5

you are my prince,
and the light, my goddess. she sleeps in strawberry pink mixed
with lilac and blue sharing space with changeling silhouettes,
crisp and blurry at the same time. he touches down upon the
ink, smearing it from his face; raising the blade just to sink it in
deeper to the bottom of the pool. sweat cascading and seeping
through, a little too much and maybe too few.

6

dependent on the color of the moon and the light that shines through, the
tenacity of which breaks and cracks and contributes to the electricity that
surges between us.
possibilities seem to expand and ask do you need me? do you love me?
amorphously is the key and immediately is beyond its speed. i’ve been
cleared out, ducked out, left amidst repairing, recycling, and re-did. again
and again my fullness isn’t an attribute of food but your breath. do i dare?

7

gently falling apart tangent to a presence that floats upon

your surface

innocence shut out by barb spikes atop fences of seems

put together of fragments themselves;

freedom is measured by the distance of the prey and its

hunter

the ocean at times a tender green with matted rocks

blowing out refractions atop the waves

a reverb toss that gleams through a space

ur hook baiting me

and a silence unperturbed

8

i want you but you’re not there. you’re here and you say, you
say, you say but i feel and i need
to know
which way to go
one way streets blinding silhouettes don’t talk to me,
they say it’s
not in my capacity

the field in a valley low
brewing a storm
i might need to go

“run,” they say.

we’ve got nothing but time and i love it when you twist
my hand denoting minutes and my arms around you the hours
watch the seconds tick as i
lick and kiss and eat, i feed
i need
to feel devout
to stay and sing and pray
we’ve got nothing
but
time

. i’ll tell you everything when i die.

9

slanted and curved, it goes and it licks the word from your lip
my partner is perfect
i’m tending to and breaking through
scream
screaming
don’t leave me
to feel
all
alone

10

11

practicing something that is inherently a way to navigate my health, yet i call it art.
can depression be chaos itself when it is so stagnant, so lethargic, it makes the
world spin faster around you? is art to make it stop? to hold it? caressing a memory, and idea, an instance; a perfect spiral that ends. where am i?
i have never been so sure of something
i want to make beautiful things and i want to tend my talents that i have repressed
for so long. humans are inherently lazy. can you tell?
hardship
my distance is a hole. my distance is from my own soul. my distance is indicative
of memories i hold: the body in the bathroom, the solace i sought; negligence and
acceptance (of that) from those i love most. i shook for three days. i tell strangers.
they love me more. i think it’s sincere. they don’t know me. they empathize in not
knowing. if you knew, would you stay?
acceptance non-negligence: your love is what i’ve always wanted. i have wanted a
lot of things i’ve never received (hard). i’m sometimes in disbelief. my hole is deep.

trailing thoughtfully into a sleep while still spouting “wow’s and
woo’s” your legs encase my own, entrap and enact sentiments
of affection
i’m lowly and unperturbed by a viciousness such as the fated
consequence of having given up time and time again. how to
manage and how much truth should be told. angry at the crease,
the divination and the hold of magic, that sweet sweet oxytocin,
what a goddamn drug you are.

12

Consistently the only routine that seems to permeate is the transit
of the moon and myself looking towards you through acrylic that
reverberates from low frequencies; from electric blows
They rock in my head and this method is not quite what it’s been
set to mean
My fingers lacking my thumb, this is a mixture of everything but
Venus
She stands alone gracefully floating alongside the trails
gravitational pull
Who is the sun
This blue light cuts
Sweating and pruney
“Trench-footed” egg, your feathers died

13

holding my tongue
holding
handling
my hand
my heart
my god
a crown of thorns
a wilted flower
from pink to white
to not there at all

14

advocating for the things you need vs. suffocating from what it
seems. when you get there, you better kiss me with your pearl
horns; a devil unlike any other
(you
golden
thing)
home likely, winking faces and a split screen
the pier elongated a short distance into the throw of the woods
that circle it,
a personal snow globe with the clouds gradating stillness
the ocean on the left,
a clear beach,
your tanned neck,
we appear
“jump first,” they say. i obey

15

she was a pothole in my life, yet now i’ve found an
orange
going
we

tree
to

and

come

reflect,

towards

green

and

have

detest,

feelings

tending

a

to

bench.
hot

give
of

lose

now

chocolate

way,

safety

“But

and
and

with

make

we

moves

ourselves

in

fervent
or

in
look

me,”

comprehensibility,

tenacity
engulf

you’re

flames,
at

the

burn
faces

out
of

and

familiarity,

flee.
without

being able to place its origin; pushing against the wind
chasing

an

holding
________________

16

image
onto

figments

passed

endlessly you linger; dripping and forming then reforming.

mourn moaning through darkness, over and through purple

hanging leaves that color life’s tenacity by another means. green

is deep, genuine and true. perhaps the realms have flipped and

my day to day is a dream. perhaps control or choice stagnates

or even halts a cadence that natural vision promotes.

endlessly, i want to slip between your curves and troughs and

see U peak, and yet you lay sleeping; giving peace a chance.

my heart has a mind of its own--i know

17

“run,” they say. now my heart’s racing,
an indiscretion of having listened-I used to be a rebel.

“cuddle me/ i’m ur carry-on,” they say.
i’ll take you with me to my grave,
an impression,
I want you here with me.

18

let’s be real, let’s take a stand atop a chair
let’s run at each other--full speed
let’s take them down, one at a time
let us be the phrase
let it hold
let it reign
my prince
trailing
tears
and
two
clocks
at
two
stops
i wait for you
in the dark

19

to look to the moon
to see you
smile
to look to the moon and realize
pacing myself excludes being at peace with my velocity, the earth
won’t retain me, i will move further than imagined; imagine me, shape,
reform, the sea lion dances on the whale, it gives birth ashore. salt and
smoke in a mouth, almost as heavy as the world in my pocket. i walk a
mile radius of base, will they be coming for me? the toaster pops and
i flinch; two rings. he fires the basket, torqued and spiraled, beer spilt.
how much to achieve sobriety when a brain can get you high? nascent
pinpricks, they say, but now it’s glass in my hand. believe in me, belief
in we, living at home, my dog’s tears red.

20

from a distance
				
in on too
seeking
			i need
you grasp
			and go
your kingdom
		awaits
i see
			its form
sheila pepe
			i hold
your image
warms
sweat and tremble
			a smile long

i play

my chest

on yours

21

i will make you love love

bebey they sit on the train, bag packed (i travel through the
days, each a journey)
sad eyes and wonder can form a different kind of bewilderment,
howling at the moon, holding a cloud, while chewing spearmint.
she chews spearmint
she stretches her
legs
they don’t understand the importance
look at me, a spread sheet tucked in the corner, devices to
achieve the whole, “word” mounted on a cross

22

how high is the ocean
how much will i cry
a lachrymose thing the droplets calcified on yours
i drool on your shoulder
i believe you love me

23

“we need people like johnny,” i tell you in the heat of it, sitting in
the van gogh bar, with ceilings like stairs. we’re fighting but it’s
not it, everything is silent around us and the
intensity of the conversation seems like a dance and everyone
could hear but no one was there and the lighter clicks

meet me at my usual spot?
run around past knife clock hands, through the back;
hiding in my hoodie. i’ll be there in a hurry, you don’t have to
worry / running into you is a dream
we duck by and through trying to get to you,
the veracity of which knocks us on our feet and leaves us
struggling to breathe
I love to laugh with you

looks could kill if they came in a beret

24

your breaths echoed into electric hum, the scuffle upstairs
distant on the floor
remnants of newspaper smell as sound and the scent of people
arguing, bunched together a noise that only exhaustion can spin
what is this imagining a natural terror a storm too electric a cold
front meeting warmth
positive and negative
are you mad at me,
loving--a crazy fool

25

sometimes you show me your bottom teeth. sometimes, you
twist your chin left and down and ask me what? with your
tongue pressed softy on your teeth, edging out just a little on
either side.

you lost your car

1. we walked in the rain

1. we walk in the rain

1. we walk in the snow

1. home
we run
2. us

you lost your car

1. i lost myself and
		

1. then i found you

you lost your car

sometimes you panic
you wake me up in the middle of the night
you grab my hand
you hold my arm

26

1. you

1. hold it

being away from you is not like losing you but it could be,
sometimes i’ll panic too
a chariot to guide me and another eye, an E not yet on your arm
the snow shovels scraping sounding like soccer stand cheers
yet i just want silence and the roof of you, the scent of snow

27

shame of not being
shamed to be
sum esse fui futurus to be to do to be
ego i am ego i should not
leave me to my testament and a

revelation

the window shut peacefully, locked
both sides so it wouldn’t unhinge
it snows inside
you moan in the morning

28

a cow in the field grazes unexpectedly alone in a washed out
neighborhood of gray firmament, tending to itself burrowing in
its blanket. seemingly, its thoughts are transgressed into chews
monotonous and digested in stages: spew.
i sit questioning in brown, green; murky, muddy; even though
the daylight shines through the stain glass (it’s still dark in here).
we look towards each other and say “peace be with you,” but i
don’t know if i’m allowed. my knees hurt in the pew. this is the
only confession i know.

29

telling seems to be a prominent thing so does a slant and a curve
and listen to floorboard under your soul i need wood and a rock to
cough and present itself to be to say to feel to heal to be to say to

reach

-ing
seemingly going my tremor treble has some trouble (trouble) don’t
go (too far) i need (to say)
this is this was and will be (worth dying for)

bloodlust amalgamated in my mouth, drool rots the ever i endure

30

can i be quiet? is it intelligence? what are words when there is no sound?
can i be still and shake? can i be quiet and scream? how to let go seems
momentary and forever is presently. mediating between, (sway) sway (in) out
breath as feeling
breathing is being
i haven’t seen any clouds, just blue
the scent of the wind a root

31

guzzle me senseless i am your nut, a bolt walking through the Hills
let me be the one to forever promise trust and platinum
vessel pooling a lake is enduring the sky is a mirror my clouds tell
me (hold)
there are none in the sky

32

brevity and breath, the winter wind draws me to you
the snow outside my window, beauty to be shared upon waking
up bare chested and starry eyed, queer dreams living on a cloud
circling a mountain peak, watering from my skin rocks
cumulating

33

34

i want you
to

see
everything

i’ve

seen

and

have

two

sets,

two

till
a

souls
november

white

beret

in

december

taking a flight far away joining your own, mountains move
only so slightly quaking to quiver; hands outstretched from an
eye, an oval
i’d reach out for you in chaos

(abyss)

35

36

part 2

37

they caught us last time
burned you at the stake
pressed me into the ground next to you
mendieta twinned.
now we’re too fast
and the curse?
we find each other every time
separated by no man.

38

39

40

to leave you again
is the roof snatched off
chainmail shingles
following men you are certain of
i pry the helmet off in our living room
your hair smells like battlefields
we forget in each others arms
nothing i’ve ever done
atones for the bloodlust
like dying for you.

41

in

conversation

with

your

piece

about

my

lost

car

ansin building
boylston street
boston, ma
i am not usually self-conscious. i look down, hiding the row of jacked-up
teeth. it is unusually crowded. the salamander tongue asks a question: what?
my mouth is always slippery. it is becoming less rare to face a god.

a deep dive tongue forking river rocks and frightening the minnows, the edges
of the page are wet. we only have a few decades to catch up with what happened
while we were waiting. then–underwater again–reading the creek bed for your
heartbeat. my fingers grow longer. my tongue wags, gulps. years pass. centuries.

42

in which you numbered loss in threes and i respond in eons

averaging 150 mph
quicker than snowfall
somewhere, connecticut
you are rattling south, head against the window, pounding a book against
your eyes. i give you too many, offerings evidence of the ellipses. i do not
know what to gift except sealant. we were quiet longer than quickened.

the water recedes everywhere but my mouth. you shouldn’t drive in a flood

43

44

45

bob:

let’s roll their language across our teeth
we have until the ninth inning
before our brains become drone strikes
motherless twins
were we bred in petri dishes
they would carve out our organs
so let’s be thankful they made our faces human enough
to sigh when they cut binary from our mouths

alice:

they named you for the everyman
but to me to me to me
gift labyrinth and white rabbit
and for you, just bob, not robert
there are no oracles–just cards
in 1971 five of you took to the field
pittsburgh-pirated gloved suntanned young laminated
bob bob bob bob bob

bob:

but i i i i i . . . . .
trade you . . . . . for the paper
that wears . . . . . a face . . . . . our . . . . . face
minted
and if we burn it they would cry out:
you i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
you i everything else . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

alice:

46

bob . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

what we didn’t know, siegfried and i,
by the time the last beak tasted blood
is the difference between swan and poultry
the force of hand
you holding me as I look at my body below
shaking a long neck at the heavy habits of humans.

47

48

plum over cherry–the rarer
my sister doesn’t pass the drug test/the dog is stir-crazy
you hear everything
putting cup to the door
peering in keyholes
we like the older lights
and the queen who wins
born before the polio vaccine
talk of replacing tungsten burn with LEDs
sylvia sidney found jesus in iowa
i found him between gay club lockers
even our florist has an archangel’s name
pointing out the lilies that will last
at the back bay station shop
the endless annunciation
full of the expected bull cuts
you part your hair to the side
my renaissance man/the tinsel curtain
you reject rings–the diamonds.

49

i am a rented thing
1974 splitting in my living room
straddling the light
a dinner table laid across the chasm
pinhole photos of me from your throat
gasping at precipices
i’m magician assistant
abracadabrant of hacksaws
you are winking at a terror of moths
on your way to your half

50

51

low blood sugar/the next stop is mine anyway/

offer me a cough drop//the only thing sweet enough in your bag for

drills/a treat of mountaintop removal for a failing transmission/you

know i’m squeamish/my arms go weak and heavy with imaginary

next week/you tell me how they beveled down your tooth/you don’t

tongue your new gold cap//it is temporary and the new one goes on

in october’s open mouth your molars fail–the oldest of your teeth/you

I can taste the molasses undercurrent of my coffee
Maybe because when you leaned out your car and called us fags
I was made queen of spades
Playing war at midnight in her new apartment
A flush of heat powerful enough to drive a young woman to blood
Beware of burying properties and sweet tastes
Us dykes are sharpening our teeth.

52

we are not polly and diane
i beg you to hold your shape
while i rip out sharp teeth
that aren’t mine
a seduction of molar plots
look warm to a water god
sleeping next to a dryad gets chilly sometimes

Worship is wearing your shirt
Horizontal tongue a striped mayhem of every color
I was supposed to be a thing of pedigree
Now I’m licked collar to navel
Baring teeth at strangers
Banned in select states
A hackled danger of having only one god.

53

rof msicroxe ni yduts elpmis a
rorrim eht ni was uoy sgniht
ysatsce ,ysatsce ro ecneserp eht
ynam era ew rof ,noigel si eman ym ro esneterp
tsaf yllaer yllaer gniknilb ro tniopkaerb
sdrawkcab dog ro eciov eht
ma 3 ro hsalc eht
uoy ekil tol a kool yeht dna em htiw slegna ym yrrac i ro noislupxe

54

Things that make your mouth wet include walking me home at midnight. The bike between us
spoke. A shadow mounts–I walk closer: I know
my shaved head is moth light-a fresnel’s throw of
welcome to knuckles and rolled down windows.
You know the words. You’re fluent in lights like
this. You don’t have enough saliva for us both.
It’s Sunday after all: Can you imagine me waving pom-poms like palms? A private cheerleader
in the vacant stands? Laying down shimmering
things to ease your Jerusalem step? We are our
own homecoming parade, walking into my apartment to the fanfare of afterhour ghosts. The glow
under my blanket cuts red. I swear God is there.
Sidelining.

55

Most of our resolutions salty, I decide to take up my complaints with god who unfortunately is also You. The ambiguous crying, discouraged–of course–during work hours,
is addressed in a memo to be sent out in three business days after a unanimous vote.

56

1
2
3

57

58

[insert some quote by heraclitus on change]
upstate new york
whatever complex you tredge up
spooking coral and puffer fish
electric or otherwise
we are drying by the lake
seeking longer summers
currently
jam
sucking fingers
anything hard?
mouth
insolence
twin tuna
you were for a student
but taught me (riding my back)
covered wagon dreams
crying PHYLLIS all the way to colorado
i walk slower, my head higher
weibermacht
[herodias would have loved you]

59

you fill in the city
shoving thumb between lampposts
you are car headlight throw
gutter breezed
last train to providence arrives in 2 minutes
the r’s ran away from you
spitting on highbrow newton girls

60

61

think of your hair picked up by some wind
a certain mothlight about your mouth
thumping whispers between bites
of whatever i served to you to earn
pretty bites
did this laughter come from some libretto?
you whistle bizet.
i test you
“which?”
you shy.
how carmen loosed her tucked skirts
shut away thigh and knee and calf
barefoot stamping the memory
ink and all into cobblestone
i cannot help but think
stab me with every soft thing
unbroken skin a promise
made to me and the bulls.

62

I wonder if loving you...forget it.

I wonder if loving you...

63

64

65

two			

i tried to twist together egg cartons and milk crates and
locker room kisses and the new england patriots mug
you like and the late night tears and the time you licked
my teeth and plant day and sorry I crushed the heel of
your shoes slipping them on to grab the laundry and singing in the car and my hand is your hand and whose leg
is that and all of the moths and dancing in the kitchen
and you know all the words and why do I keep buying
you books and crying so hard at the movies and baked
goods and we can only make breakfast and one day we
will learn how to cook and you laughing at my bare toe
sticking through the worn sock and clean clothes and
scented candles and we never finish the bottle of wine
and the terror of mapplethorpe and walking all the way
home and seeing purple and hope and you have to let me
die first and mirror ball shards and dropping you off at
school and promising forever and meaning it and dreaming of the ocean and you can’t find my parked car and
brushing our teeth and you like the toothpaste with baking soda now and rabbit foot keychains and standing on
chairs and trying to save money and you telling your mom
we are engaged and her offering of china and fear and
joy and the valentine’s day card you found in the tree and
our florist knows all our problems and wriggling and roof
and time as enemy and never enough and oatmeal and
dog-eared and duck buns at the dumpling cafe and getting closer to the thing and words failing and salvation.

66

			rants

my short hair (note: shaved #1). topless in the living room
i shove the electric razor through my hair (note: longer
#5). it is a cheap razor so i take breaks for the metal bits
to cool down. the vibrations run through my arm, numbing my right hand. i drag my left along my scalp as i
shoved it back down to root; it speeds over, reassuring.
it sparkles with gray now. i tell you it happened in grad
school. it sounds charming this way, but i’m not sure.
my hairline is widow’s peak. an omen. mary stuart’s solemn smothering. darning socks to avoid my winking toes.
ring ring. i insist we put my feet to our ears–one each. i
take your call, ball pressed to my head and speaking into
my heel. we are both surprised i can do this. i do love
you, darnley, i whisper hunched over listening to stripes.
my forehead is lined now. worse if michelle hadn’t
squirted 10 units of poison into it. now i look my age,
not a day older, and her daughter is about to get a degree
from a college in arizona. it is nice to know my insecurity played some role in her education. i sit in the waiting
room every three months, looking at the “best of boston”
signs, thinking about microdermabrasion and tuscon.
having recently watched Trouble Every Day, i have
little desire to be eaten by you. i tell you this: if you
must eat me, please eat me whole. one large bite.
practice yourself unhinged jaw snake. exercise basking shark. your mouth looks small when you say:
no. you must eat me slow. you must make me last.

67

WEST COLORADO CLOUD CHASING SOCIETY
NOTE: Best read while listening to Julie London’s Sway.
EXT. COLORADO DESERT
Continuous extreme wide shot
All is quiet.
The desert’s cracked earth stretches endlessly into the horizon halved by
an expansive and spotless blue sky. A distant HUM of a vehicle.
A small CLOUD appears, slowly moving west to east across the screen
with ease. The hum turns to GROWL as a motor–no a chorus of motors–
grow louder.
A posse of DYKES OF BIKES enter in hot pursuit of the funny little
cloud, traveling at a great speed and kicking up dust, but seemingly slow
when viewed from such a great distance.
The cloud disappears offscreen right. The leatherclad lesbians follow.
The rumbling fades.
The desert sits thirsty and still.

68

You don’t know Jesse James
Familiar with other American myths
You name all four gospels
His hideout three hundred yards from my childhood home
High enough to see across the prairie
High enough that the winds blew the scent of danger straight to the lean-to
He kept the window open
His four at home in Missouri
None of the gathering Privileges of Jesus
Screaming be still be still
(I wish I had held my breath) (I wish I had cut a lock of hair) (I wish I had
washed your hair the way you like-extra time on the scalp) (I wish we had
more time)
These are our last moments
Before the train sneaking thunder from behind the plateau
Spits new clouds like us under fire.

69

70

71

the sounds that matter more than words
drifters, thumbs out
hoping to see your headlights
a slim stretch of i-95 picks its way
through my roadside childhood
and you, passenger seated, nearsighted
passing our idling car
my mom screaming–
she won’t move until we stop crying–
our retired hearse trembles under
fuzzy green signs and white lettering
i measure the years in weigh stations
serving patties to truckers
and the burnt rubber boys
scented by walmart parking lots
leaning out the mcdonald’s window
expecting you were someone just passing through
i suck the salt from my fingertips.
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Mea,
I have to sneak off
To fuck myself
Candle strapped to my forehead
Axe heavy in my hand
Two fingers mining your name.
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Saint-Clément-des-Baleines
heavy flight of childeric’s bees
elagabalus gave me to you
the carriage belly drags
in shock we grasp tighter
when using stingers keep your knees up
do not touch a person being electrocuted
i am ten and the dog pulls me across the warm cement
the gravel in my legs a million lovely little things placed
lively lapping at the bowl
praying on the healing properties of tongues
i am a gift so we keep my mouth closed
bet on cetology: that is the dorsal and that? the blowhole
the breach of flies in my coffee
better than umbilical cord drama
better than baleen
turning my belly clockwise
a friend calls me
tells me she has four years
the baby fever choking her
we, darling, have other ways
their god sent us to caves, mountains,
underneath rivers and burrowed in bedrock
swarmed and hived
we know fairies bring children
they choose their own names
leave the emperor’s coin at the door
he will trade you an infant for every star.
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pilgrims’ press
these witches under rock
tongue out
you beg me to crush you
insisting rabbit traps weren’t made until the industrial revolution
calling for machinery
a switchboard of pawed things
but i am a thing with clickets
wide-eyed then snap! mascall’s wink
please hold, i’ll transfer you
puritan: collars buttoned up to here
we enter the wood alone
barefoot and oblivious off-set jaws
hushing dial tone for sport.
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You think the organ is sexy
We stretch my skin
Over the couch to dry
It smells like the dog treat aisle
Pig ear and cow tail
The cartilage piercings that never heal.
To think a year ago
A rabbit crushed by headlights
Signed my name in rasps and twitching paws
Janitor Saves Cat
They laugh at the sudden drop
The long fall
The thud.
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They wander the house in a crazed search. The babe opens his
mouth and only chorale music spills. The boys who sing to them?
Castrated. And outside again, stopping time on the trampoline.
Jumping in rhythm to requiems.
Wait! A polka! Chasing your woman and the puppy.
Daybreak: a bunny pumping cockcrow in the windowell. The
thudding of a small body.
Here we are, atoning for the abandoned voles of my youth.
Raised by the nuances of basement dwelling (see: windowells,
crawlspaces, dim lighting), I put on jeans, long sleeves, gloves.
How strange to fear this mess of heartbeat in my hands.
The Vienna Boys Choir chants. Red-tailed hawks circle. There is
a certain danger of rattlesnakes.
Our bunny is so afraid, it careens for the hole. A safe death.
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epiphora
us, the same relic,
knuckle-boned knowing, you
i, closer to a taller god
bittersweet divide of french doors.
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garden of the gods//the little birds in holes
all the drive back to denver
sidestepping pits (warning: fallen rock)
both eager and disgusted to see sun warmed snakes
we scream names that sound like ours
but from the diaphragm this time.
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cubic forms hanging
the vessel of our bed
a complication of prevailing winds
we knew the santa anas would bring warmth (and a certain madness)
le corbusier forgoes function
we are a triptych of utopias
more’s nightmare: a copulation of eggs
seeds spread far
we will have wildflowers come may
a solid roof overhead
stand on the deck with me
tidaling 1,000 rabbit feet and 20,000 of ball chain and the flowers, of course.
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lacking my own bildungsroman or tail (see: docking)
i starve the flesh, shave the hair, expose the bone
pile of salt with strap-on
flagellant at their threshold
thrush throated have a god to blame
cry out my personal obscurity: pinastri!
i lick your boots.
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My wife is a witch
We weren’t married at the start of this
But now-she pronounces it-so it is so
I am mortal: obsessed with time, composed of water
She doesn’t care-she will outlive me
The 18th century harpoon in the side of a Bowhead
Suggests they live past two hundred
My people die in six decades (seven if lucky)
The weakness of “bred in captivity”:
Lose their hair
Lose their minds
Name their partners Question or Memory
In this you choose your own name
Humming the whale song of distant cousins.
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